An Internet hosting center hosts services on its server ensemble. The center must allocate servers dynamically amongst services to maximize revenue earned from hosting fees. The finite server ensemble, unpredictable request arrival behavior and server reallocation cost make server allocation optimization difficult. Server allocation closely resembles honeybee forager allocation amongst flower patches to optimize nectar influx. The resemblance inspires a honeybee biomimetic algorithm. This paper describes details of the honeybee self-organizing model in terms of information flow and feedback, analyzes the homology between the two problems and derives the resulting biomimetic algorithm for hosting centers. The algorithm is assessed for effectiveness and adaptiveness by comparative testing against benchmark and conventional algorithms. Computational results indicate that the new algorithm is highly adaptive to widely varying external environments and quite competitive against benchmark assessment algorithms. Other swarm intelligence applications are briefly surveyed, and some general speculations are offered regarding their various degrees of success.
Introduction
The unrelenting growth of myriad Internet services coupled with the ubiquitous Internet characterized by its open and dynamic environment presents key challenges for designing and managing Internet computing infrastructure on which such services are hosted. A typical centralized Internet service hosting center contains an ensemble of commodity servers on which Internet services are hosted for a fee. Faced with unpredictable Internet request traffic, the hosting center must orchestrate its server ensemble amongst co-hosted services so as to maximize revenue earned from hosting fees.
A honeybee colony faces a similar problem. Nectar collection is an essential foraging activity, requiring typically 50-70 kg of nectar during summer and approximately 30-50 kg reserve for winter survival. A honeybee colony must orchestrate its foragers amongst flower patches (nectar sources) so as to maximize nectar intake. However, as in the case of a hosting center, forager orchestration must deal with unpredictability of nectar supply and an unknown scale of fluctuation from dearth to abundance.
We have proposed a biomimetic server orchestration algorithm which performs well on a set of test cases [1] . The inspiration for biomimicry was the remarkable resemblance between the honeybee colony's problem of allocating foragers amongst flower patches to maximize nectar influx and the host center's problem of allocating servers amongst host customers to maximize revenue. In this paper, we give details of the server and forager orchestration problems and describe the self-organizing honeybee solution. Next, we give details of the two problems' many similarities and probe the extent to which the homology holds. Thence, we describe the selforganizing biomimetic algorithm and highlight its information flows and feedback mechanisms.
Biomimetic solutions should be assessed in comparison with existing conventional solutions. We employ three comparative benchmark algorithms along with simulation and request arrival models for computational testing. We assess the solution quality over a considerably broader suite of problems than considered previously [1] . Further, we test the adaptiveness of the algorithm compared with conventional methods. The biomimetic algorithm competes well in quality and with distinction in adaptiveness. We conclude with a brief survey of other swarm intelligence applications and some general speculations regarding their various degrees of success.
Internet hosting center orchestration

Internet host centers
A burgeoning World Wide Web (WWW) user population depends upon the Internet for business-critical and day-today activities. Internet traffic variability creates unusually demanding scalability and availability requirements. Service request traffic often exhibits bursts above the mean for lengthy periods over a wide range of timescales, and varies in terms of peak to trough by factors of more than 100 in less than an hour [2] . As a consequence, Internet computing infrastructure often entails centralized Internet hosting centers composed of commodity server appliances, managing content delivery of multiple co-hosted services to global users for a hosting fee [3] [4] [5] . Given that the hosting fee may be negotiated on the basis of requests served, maximization of the total requests' revenue becomes the prime incentive of the hosting center.
Server orchestration problem
Server ensemble management, as depicted in figure 1, involves orchestrating servers in the ensemble to serve requests for a given co-hosted service. A group of servers serving requests for a given co-hosted service make a virtual server which can grow and shrink in capacity. For the entire time horizon, orchestration decisions have to be made as to which servers in the ensemble are part of which virtual servers. At any moment, any server may be orchestrated to remain with its current virtual server or to join another virtual server. If a server is orchestrated to leave a given virtual server and join another, then the server in question suffers a downtime during which it earns no revenue. All these orchestration decisions have to be made in the face of unknown and highly variable future request arrivals for each of its co-hosted services. The average time to serve a request and fee paid per request may differ for each service. If, for a given service, the number of servers necessary to serve the present demand is not orchestrated, then requests in the queue will spend time waiting to be served. This will increase the average service response time and may influence whether a customer is willing to wait for a response. A revenue opportunity is lost if a customer balks.
Suppose an Internet hosting center with N servers cohosts M Internet services. There are M virtual servers V 1 , . . . , V M , hosting Internet services with respective service request queues Q 1 , . . . , Q M buffering streams of arriving requests. Each virtual server V i is composed of n i servers, n i 0, such that M i=1 n i = N. The unit of orchestration is a single server and the cost of orchestration is some fixed time units, i.e. the server becomes unavailable for this fixed time interval as it undergoes the repurposing process. Discretize the time horizon into T time steps indexed by t = 1, . . . , T and let S t denote the state of the system at the start of time step t, including the server membership of the virtual servers V 1 , . . . , V M , status of any unavailable servers and residual requests in the queues from the time step t − 1. and since A t are not known in advance, the problem is not deterministic.
Related work
The problem of dynamically orchestrating resources as unpredictable requests arrive has been studied in a general abstract context as the K-server problem [6] .
In this formulation, we are given a metric space S and K mobile servers that reside at points in S. When a request arrives at point x ∈ S it must be processed by moving one of the K servers to x, at a cost equal to the distance moved in S. The objective is to minimize cost in serving a sequence of requests.
Dynamic resource orchestration has been well studied in the context of effectively exploiting available resources to realize certain performance goals. Several papers address the problem of sharing processor resources between competing applications to improve throughput and/or real-time response [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Numerous papers focus on sharing processors in distributed systems of networked machines for throughput [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, these research efforts focus on sharing CPU cycles amongst competing applications as opposed to a whole server being shared in a serial manner and, moreover, they do not consider orchestration downtime cost.
A smaller number of papers have considered the problem in a context similar to that described in this paper. Wolf and Yu [23] propose a server orchestration algorithm for the case where a single server can handle requests for multiple services, and the performance objective is to minimize response time by load balancing. Farias et al [24] formulate the server orchestration problem in a dynamic programming framework, but propose an approximate linear programming solution given that the dynamic programming approach is computationally infeasible. It computes an orchestration policy based on a specific arrival rate model. In contrast, we do not make any a priori assumptions regarding request arrivals to make orchestration decisions. Palmer and Mitrani [25] examine the server orchestration problem and propose non-optimal heuristics that are easily implementable. However, only a simple case of hosting two services with a total of nine servers is considered. Chase et al [3] propose an economic approach to server allocation for cases where energy conservation is the primary goal. Appleby et al [26] propose a service level agreement (SLA) based approach, where monitoring agents provide load and performance feedback to a central resource director which makes orchestration decisions. In our approach, feedback is provided by all servers in the hosting center but individual servers are responsible for their own orchestration decisions.
Finally, Jayram et al at IBM [5] prove that no finite competitive ratio guarantee is possible for any orchestration algorithm which has no knowledge of the future. The authors give a theoretical algorithm which, like our optimal omniscient algorithm, described in section 7.1, requires knowledge of the future and hence cannot be used in practice. They also describe a related heuristic which does not require such knowledge but apparently was not implemented or tested at the time. Their heuristic turns out to be of precisely the same type as our greedy orchestration algorithm, described in section 7.1, since it employs a forecasting module, details of which are not described. This confirms that our greedy algorithm provides a good comparative base for classical optimization methods.
Honeybee (Apis mellifera) colonies: forager orchestration problem
A typical honeybee colony contains approximately 20 000-50 000 bees with one queen, a few drones and the rest workers. Nectar collection is a principal foraging activity given that during summer the colony consumes approximately 70 kg of nectar, and approximately 50 kg of additional nectar is needed as a reserve for winter survival without which the queen freezes and the colony dies.
In colder climate zones such as Northern Europe, nectar is effectively available only in the summer for about 12 weeks each year. During this critical time period, a honeybee colony must orchestrate its foragers among the blooming flower patches in the surrounding countryside to collect the nectar it requires. However, the availability of nectar is unpredictable and the scale of fluctuation from dearth to abundance is unknown. From hour to hour and day to day, the availability and quality of nectar vary with micro-climatic conditions, sun position, blooming/withering cycle and exploitation. It is not uncommon for a colony's nectar intake rate to fluctuate by a factor of more than 100:1 within a day or so [27] . As illustrated in figure 2, given the volatility of nectar supply, the colony must make time-varying orchestration decisions as to the numbers of foragers to be deployed at each known flower patch. A forager bee can transfer from one flower patch to another, but the forager in question requires time to learn the S184 Subject to:
Applying standard calculus yields the optimal static solution conditions
That is, the marginal contributions are equal at each flower patch that is actively being foraged. The Lagrange multiplier λ is the value of these marginal contributions, whilst the the marginal contributions at inactive patches are λ. This is intuitive since if the marginal contribution f i (x i ) at the flower patch i exceeds the marginal contribution f j (x j ) at an active flower patch j , then more nectar could be obtained by orchestrating a forager from the flower patch j to i. The intuitive explanation is similar to that of the so-called marginal value theorem (MVT) [28] . The MVT is usually cast in terms of a single forager deciding when to select a different patch, although that casting neglects the cost of travel between patches. Instead, to see the parallel, think of a single forager deciding how to allocate its time among patches as being analogous to the hive 'deciding' how to allocate its forager bees among patches. Note that the value functions f i (x i ) do incorporate the cost of travel between hive and patch.
The problem faced by the honeybee colony is more challenging than the static version outlined above, and is akin to the Internet host problem described previously. Flower patch availabilities and profitabilities are highly variable, but responsiveness, i.e. the rate at which foragers are recruited to another patch, must be traded off against the temporary loss of the forager's productivity when she is recruited to a different patch.
Self-organizing honeybee forager orchestration
Colonies of social insect possess what has been classed as swarm intelligence [29] . A broad definition of the term implies a sophisticated collective behavior borne out of primitive interactions among members of the group to solve problems beyond the capability of individual members. Such colonies are characterized by (i) self-organization: decentralized and unsupervised coordination of activities, (ii) adaptiveness: response to dynamically varying environments and (iii) robustness: accomplishing the group's objective even if some members of the group are unsuccessful.
A model of self-organizing behavior that takes place within a colony of honeybees has been presented by Seeley [27] . The model describes interactions between members of the colony and the environment that leads to dynamic distribution of foragers to efficiently collect nectar from an array of flower patches that are capricious in terms of their value to the colony. The honeybee colony, as depicted in figure 3 , acquires information with respect to foraging prospects in the surrounding countryside continuously and acts upon this information in concert with nectar requirements of the colony to orchestrate foragers amongst prospective flower patches. The self-organizing behavior model comprises the following key elements.
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Information procurement. A honeybee colony continually refreshes information relating to known (currently being foraged) and any new enticing flower patches. A forager bee collecting nectar at a flower patch returns with information about the patch, while a scout discovers a new flower patch and returns with information.
Information type. On each visit to a flower patch, the forager bee returns to the hive with collected nectar as well as value (based on variables such as nectar sugar concentration, nectar bounty, distance from the hive and an internal scale of quality) and location (geographical location of the flower patch) information.
Information filtering.
With a large volume of information influx, a colony selects the information pertaining to high value rated patches. The selection occurs as a consequence of interaction between a retuning forager and a receiver bee which sets filtering threshold.
Information broadcast. If filtering threshold permits, each forager will broadcast information about her patch by performing waggle dance on the dance floor inside the beehive.
Information emphasis.
A forager bee combines the decision to waggle dance with a value rating to present the information that conveys the degree of goodness and location of her patch. Goodness of a patch is exhibited by a greater number of waggle runs, while the location is exhibited by the orientation of the waggle run and the number of waggle turns in a run.
Information audience. The information is consumed by idling foragers who are potential candidates for deployment to flower patches. Scouts and an active forager do not use this information.
Information utilization. An idling forager randomly selects a dance, follows it to learn the location of the patch and leaves the hive to collect nectar.
Fundamentally, the self-organizing forager orchestration in a honeybee colony emerges due to information flow into the colony and its response to this information. In summary, foraging bees visiting flower patches return to the hive with nectar and with a value rating (function of nectar quality, nectar bounty and distance from the hive) of respective flower patches. At the hive, forager bees interact with receiver bees to offload collected nectar. This interaction provides feedback on the current status of nectar flow into the hive. This feedback mechanism sets a response threshold for an enlisting signal. An amalgamation of response threshold and value rating influences the length of the enlisting signal known as the waggle dance. The waggle dance is performed on the dance floor where inactive foragers can observe and follow. Effectively, each active forager bee provides feedback on her local flower patch while observing bees have access to the set of attractive food sources being capitalized by the colony. However, individual foragers do not acquire the full set of global knowledge but rather randomly select a dance to observe from which they can learn the location of the flower patch and leave the hive to forage. The self-organizing proportionate orchestration pattern, derived from multiple and proportionate feedback on goodness of food sources, is described by Seeley et al [30] and validated by experimental study on a natural honeybee colony. The model given by Bartholdi et al [31] predicts a steady state pattern of forager orchestration where the rate of value accumulation equalizes among forage sites being exploited, i.e. self-organizing orchestration results in equal average nectar return
= µ ∀i, where f i (x i ) denotes the value returned from x i foragers collecting nectar at the ith forage site.
Homology: an Internet hosting center and honeybee colony
A cursory glance at the server and forager orchestration problems, as depicted in figure 4 , would suggest a similarity between the two problems, at least on a superficial level. The server ensemble in an Internet hosting center is analogous to forager bees in a honeybee colony, whilst the service request queues pertaining to co-hosted Internet services are analogous to sources of nectar to be exploited profitably.
An in-depth examination at finer granularity revealed a remarkably close mapping between the two problems, as illustrated in table 1. The strong homology between the server and the forager orchestration problems motivated our biomimetic approach. One common characteristic is that in each problem, the supply-service requests and nectarchanges unpredictably over time. Request streams are variable due to fluctuating request arrival rates and balking behavior of users waiting for service, whilst flower patches are variable due to fluctuations in micro-climate, quality, density and nectar replenishment rates.
Another characteristic that is shared by two problems relates to over-allocation and degradation in revenue/nectar collection rate. The amount of time required by a server to earn revenue from a hosted Internet service will depend on the service characteristics as well as the total number of servers servicing a given request queue. If more servers are orchestrated than necessary to a service, the revenue rate will degrade due to each server having to wait longer to find a request to serve. Similarly, the amount of time needed by a forager to return with a nectar payload depends on characteristics of the forage site as well as on the number of foragers collecting nectar there. The rate of nectar payload being returned to the colony will degrade if overly many foragers are orchestrated to the site since each forager will take longer to find flowers whose nectar has been replenished but not yet harvested. There is an additional lovely parallel between the two problems. If a honeybee makes repeated visits to a flower patch, she improves her ability to extract nectar from that particular kind of flower [27] . If a server repeatedly serves customers of the same type, its service speed for that type of customer tends to increase, because of the storage of data in its caches [32] .
Let us explore the accuracy of this aspect of the homology. In the case of a honeybee colony, let f i (x i ) denote the number of nectar loads returned per minute by a total of x i bees devoted to foraging at the ith flower patch. For simplicity, we suppress the index i and normalize the nectar quality. Let T denote 
In the case of an Internet hosting center, f (x) denotes the revenue rate per minute of x servers in the virtual server V serving requests from service queue Q and T denotes the service processing time for V . In this case equation (1) represents the revenue-earnings time of a single server, where w(y) denotes the (average) waiting time for one server amongst y to acquire a customer from queue Q.
Thus, the cycle times of both bee and server have the same functional description. We now show that the functions w() and hence f () have similar qualitative behavior in the two cases. For the honeybee colony, w(1) is the nectar load collection time from the patch with one bee collecting nectar. Now, if two bees are collecting nectar from the flower patch, then there is a slight possibility of interference due to the activity of each bee. One bee will collect nectar from a specific flower whose nectar will be replenished with some delay. Soon afterwards, the other bee may attempt to collect nectar from the said flower with an outcome that it will fail to find any nectar and will lose time to try another flower. Therefore, w (2) w(1) because of the slight interference effect. If a third bee were collecting nectar as well, the other bees would experience an additional interference effect because she would deplete additional flowers (we are neglecting the second-order effect of interference reducing interference rates.) Thus, w (3) w (2) . By the same reasoning, for small values of y (relative to total flower patch nectar replenishment rate N loads/min), we have w (y) 0.
In the case of two servers at a virtual server of the Internet host center, each takes an available request from the service queue, but a slight interference effect can be triggered when Q contains exactly one request. Thus, w (2) w (1) . More generally, for small values of y the interference effect increases in y but is not large since it can only occur if at least one but fewer than y requests are present in the service queue. Thus, as with the honeybees, we have w (y) 0. At the other extreme, if y w (1) N , the foraging capacity will essentially saturate the patch's nectar production. Thus, w(y) ≈ . We developed a simulation, since we could not obtain empirical data, to test bees foraging at a flower patch. Flowers were modeled as points in a grid, which replenish nectar at some rate; bees were modeled as traveling randomly from the grid cell to the neighboring cell, until a full load is collected. Other model parameters included number of flowers in the patch, nectar extraction time and round trip time. We performed a simulation run for each increment in allocation of a bee to the flower patch over a 24 h time horizon and collected performance data. The plot of total nectar influx and nectar influx per bee for varying allocations of bees to the flower patch is depicted in figure 5 (honeybee colony).
For the case of the Internet host, we ran the hosting center simulation model [33] over a 24 h time horizon with one virtual server and an inhomogeneous Poisson (IP) request stream distribution, for each increment in server allocation to the virtual server. Figure 5 (Internet hosting center) illustrates the total revenue and revenue per server for varying allocation of servers. The simulations confirm our analysis. The qualitative behaviors of the functions are similar in the two cases. However, in the Internet hosting center data the functions appear nearly piecewise linear with a single break point, whereas the slopes in the honeybee data do not change rapidly. In other words, the second derivative spikes much more in the Internet center case. The homology fails at this level, although admittedly past the scope of our empirical observation. The break point for the Internet center occurs roughly at the point at which the traffic intensity (the ratio of customer demand to server capacity) equals 1. Past that break point, a negligible fraction of customers are not served, and the downward slope of the revenue per server simply reflects an increasing number of servers sharing a very nearly fixed customer pool. The same qualitative behavior occurs with the honeybee simulation data, for the same reason. The break point is smoothed out because the interference effects are greater. The difference in interference effects is due to the search time expended by the honeybee to identify and travel to a nectar-laden flower; in an Internet server, the process of matching an available server to an available customer is almost instantaneous.
Thus, there are many close parallels between the problems. Based on our simulation tests, the homology begins to lose accuracy at the level of the nature of the interference effects. The net revenue and net nectar influx functions do have the same rough qualitative behavior, increasing fairly rapidly and then flattening out. However, the nectar influx flattens out considerably more gradually. The functions and their first derivatives are not greatly different, but the second derivatives are.
Biomimetic server ensemble orchestration algorithm
A self-organizing server ensemble orchestration algorithm for Internet hosting centers follows readily from the homology that we have exposed. As in the case of the forager orchestration in a honeybee colony, the biomimetic server ensemble orchestration algorithm must acquire information on an ongoing basis in respect of prospective co-hosted Internet services and request load on their service queues as illustrated in figure 6 . To gather relevant information, we mimic signals, cues and other mechanisms of a honeybee colony. Each server in a hosting center is either a forager or a scout server. The dance floor is represented by an advertisement board. A waggle dance of some duration is mimicked by an advertisement whose posting appears on the advertisement board for some time length. Furthermore, a flower patch location is represented by a virtual server (service) identifier whilst waggle dancing and following a waggle dance are mimicked by advertisement posting and advertisement reading respectively. The biomimetic server orchestration in an Internet hosting center relies on each server generating information about its own service queue and making it globally available, whilst all servers in the ensemble have the opportunity to view this information and act upon it. Basically, a server services requests and posts advertisements of length varying with revenue potential.
It regularly checks its own revenue rate against the hosting center's and adjusts its probabilities of advertising or reorchestration. To reorchestrate, a forager server will randomly select an advertisement and migrate to the corresponding virtual server, whilst a scout server will migrate to a random virtual server.
The behavior of any server in the hosting center is controlled by the pseudocode of figure 7. A server s i ∈ V j , on completion of each request from Q j , will attempt with probability p to post an advert on the advertboard with S189 S Nakrani and C Tovey , where R i is the total number of requests served by a given server in the time interval T i . The hosting center's overall revenue rate, P hosting , is given by P hosting = 1 Thosting (M−1) j =0 v j R j , where R j denotes the total number of requests served by V j in the time interval T hosting . A server s i ∈ V j serving queue Q j determines its profitability by comparing the revenue rate P i with P hosting . It updates r i according to the rules shown in table 2. These rules quantitatively model forager behavior in real honeybee colonies, given that waggle dancing foragers never get recruited to another patch and foragers use global information (hive's nectar intake rate cued by time to find a receiver bee) to decide whether to dance or not. Thus, bees at a profitable patch have a decreased chance of following another waggle dance.
Assessing self-organizing server orchestration
In this section, we describe three additional orchestration algorithms utilized for assessing comparative performance of the self-organizing orchestration algorithm along with the simulation model of an Internet hosting center, using all four orchestration algorithms. We also describe a suite of request arrival patterns utilized to simulate demands for co-hosted Internet services. In our previous work, we have described the assessment orchestration algorithms, the simulation model and the request arrival suite in detail [33] . Below, we summarize the assessment orchestration algorithms and simulation model whilst expanding on the request arrival suite to encompass a wider range of request patterns and variability in demand intensity.
Assessment orchestration algorithms
The optimal omniscient algorithm provides an upper bound on possible revenue. It computes, by dynamic programming, the optimal server orchestration given complete knowledge of future request arrivals. Assume that the time horizon is split into t = 1, . . . , T time steps and let S t denote the system state at the start of step t, including the orchestration of servers amongst services, and residual requests from time step t − 1. Let A t denote the request arrivals during time step t and π denote an orchestration decision for a time step. Let R(π, S, A) denote the revenue earned by π during a time step with the initial state S and arrival pattern A.
Furthermore, let f (π, S, A) denote the system state which would eventuate at the start of the next time step, if the current step starts in state S, allocation π is used and the arrival pattern is A. Define v T +1 (S T +1 ) = 0, i.e. there is no state-dependent salvage value at the end of the time horizon.
Then the value function for the omniscient orchestration policy is v t (S t ) = max π {R(π, S t , A t ) + v t+1 (f (π, S t , A t ))}. The corresponding optimal orchestration policy is given by π t * (S t ) = arg max π {R(π, S t , A t ) + v t+1 (f (π, S t , A t ))}.
The greedy orchestration algorithm represents a conventional heuristic approach to the problem. In particular, the greedy policy chooses orchestration π t G for time step t as π t G = arg max π R(π, S t , A t−1 ). The state is then updated according to S t+1 = f π t G , S t , A t . Thus, the algorithm chooses, for time step t, an allocation policy that would maximize revenue if actual arrivals A t were the same as the previous arrivals A t−1 .
The optimal-static omniscient orchestration algorithm omnisciently chooses the best from amongst all static orchestrations. This is an upper bound on the current level of revenue of many hosting centers, which often maintain their orchestration decision for a month or so. Their revenue will be lower since they do not know the coming month's request arrivals in advance. The policy is computed by π static = arg max π T t=1 R(π, S t , A t ). Thus, the same orchestration π is used in every time step. The total revenue is T t=1 P (π static , S t , A t ).
Simulation model
We have developed the discrete event simulation model of an Internet hosting center along with the four server orchestration algorithms-self-organizing, optimal omniscient, greedy and optimal-static. The simulation model is implemented in C++SIM [34] on an IBM XSeries platform with a Linux operating system. The following assumptions are common to all orchestration algorithms: all servers are homogeneous in terms of processing capacity and employ the first-comefirst-serve (FCFS) scheduling policy. The time to serve a request is exponentially distributed with a mean service time depending on the request type. Each server is paid a fixed revenue per request served, the amount depending on the request type. An orchestrated server becomes unavailable for a fixed downtime [26] . Each service has an independent request stream, which is held in its own queue. Each request has a waiting threshold to receive service and on crossing this threshold, a request randomly chooses to wait further or balk. The request demand intensity offered to the hosting center ranges from low (0.25), medium (0.7), high (1.0) to super high (1.6). The request demand intensity is defined to be 1 Serverscenter
VSM i=1
Mean Service Timei Mean Interarrival Timei . Therefore, the mean demand intensity of a given request arrival pattern over a 24 h period and the total number of servers in the hosting center determine exponentially distributed mean time to serve a request.
The response delay experienced by Internet service users in receiving service plays a fundamental role in their behavior. It is not uncommon for a user to balk or click away as a result of excessive response delay. The balk manager simulates user behavior for each co-hosted service in the hosting center by continuously scanning the respective service queue at regular intervals and randomly deciding with some probability to expunge requests if waiting time in the queue has equaled or exceeded some waiting threshold. The waiting threshold represents user patience for receiving a response to a submitted request whilst the request scanning interval represents how often service users think about balking, having waited for at least the waiting threshold. The balking probability represents the chance that a user may then balk by canceling the request. Nielsen [35] suggests that a delay greater than 10 s causes users to become distracted and makes them more likely to click away. The parameter balk rate represents how often users, having waited more than 10 s for service, think about balking and the parameter balk probability represents the likelihood of balking on each occasion. Given that we have chosen a balk rate of 1.01 s for each waiting user, a low balk chance of 4% is chosen based on appropriate scaling.
Servers can be orchestrated at any time for the selforganizing algorithm. One server per virtual server is a scout and the rest are foragers, reflecting the low proportion of scouts in real honeybee colonies [27] . A scout server randomly orchestrates itself to one of the virtual servers in the hosting center, whilst a forager server randomly orchestrates itself in response to an advertisement read for a particular virtual server. Each server in the hosting center advertises its own virtual server by placing an advertisement on the advertisement board with a given time duration. The advertisement board is kept up to date by purging advertisements with expired display time duration.
Servers using the optimal omniscient and greedy orchestration algorithms are orchestrated at the beginning of each time step and do not change until the beginning of the next time step. In the case of the optimal-static omniscient orchestration algorithm, a single orchestration decision is taken at the beginning of time step 1 and this decision remains unchanged for all other time steps. Consequently, servers do not suffer any downtime.
The self-organizing and the greedy orchestration algorithms compute orchestration decisions online, whilst the optimal omniscient and the optimal-static omniscient orchestration algorithms require orchestration decision to be computed offline using trace data from request arrival patterns. The common simulation parameters for the hosting center are as follows. servers: 50; request waiting threshold: 10 s; balk rate: 1.01 s; balk probability: 0.04; server downtime: 300 s; time step length: 1800 s; revenue (cent): two services (0.1, 0.155), three services (0.1, 0.141 66, 0.1833), four services (0.1, 0.133, 0.166, 0.2); the exponentially distributed mean service time is a function of the request arrival pattern and its demand intensity. Specific parameters for the self-organizing algorithm are as follows: advertisement posting probability: 0.1, scouts per virtual server: 1, and the advertisement board reading probability is given in table 2.
Request arrival suite
We have described a limited suite of request arrival patterns in our previous work [33] that are representative of the Internet request traffic characteristics. Here, we build on the existing suite and give a expanded suite of request arrival patterns encompassing different request behavior characteristics. The expanded suite comprises five request arrival patterns of which three are synthetically generated, one is generated from trace data obtained from an international content provider offering Internet services (a confidentiality agreement restricts us from disclosing its name) and the last is generated from synthetic as well as trace data patterns.
The real request arrival pattern is generated using logs of request activity recorded over a 24 h period on servers hosting Internet services. The simulated request arrival patterns are drawn from the inhomogeneous Poisson process [2, 36] and heavy tail distributions [37, 38] . The step request arrival pattern is a reduced form of the inhomogeneous Poisson process in which the process is either at the maximum or at the minimum level of mean intensity controlled by a ratio parameter which determines the peak-to-trough variation. The heavy request arrival pattern is generated from Cauchy distribution where the mean intensity is controlled by a scaling parameter to limit its range to a manageable level of 0-45 000 requests per second given that the distribution has undefined mean and standard deviation. The inhomogeneous Poisson (IP) request arrival pattern is a true inhomogeneous process where the mean request intensity can vary from 10-10 000 requests per second. In all three simulated request arrival patterns, the mean request intensity is randomly chosen from the allowable intensity range with a frequency of change governed by a parameter that randomly selects an interval from a defined range and upon expiry of this interval a change in the mean request intensity is guaranteed to take place. Finally, the hybrid request arrival pattern, as the name suggests, is generated by combining real and simulated patterns where a particular pattern is randomly chosen from step, heavy, real or IP with a frequency of change governed by a parameter that determines when a new pattern is to be selected, whilst the behavior of the individual request pattern is as described above.
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Efficacy of the self-organizing algorithm
The principal aim of this section is to demonstrate the adaptiveness of the self-organizing server orchestration algorithm. Adaptiveness generally denotes attributes which change depending on external circumstances in order to remain effective in attaining an objective. In the context of an Internet hosting center, adaptiveness denotes the selection of server orchestrations over a lengthy time horizon so as to achieve high revenue earning in response to demands from a wide variety of traffic stream behaviors.
In order to demonstrate adaptiveness, we can vary the external circumstances (traffic streams) of an orchestration algorithm and observe the resulting revenue stream over a lengthy time horizon. We assess the self-organizing algorithm by comparing its revenue streams to theoretical and classical (conventional) orchestration algorithms' revenue streams in response to demands from a wide variety of traffic stream behaviors, intensity, co-hosting, service level agreements (SLAs). We class the optimal omniscient and optimalstatic omniscient orchestration algorithms as theoretical since they require knowledge of the future, whilst the greedy orchestration algorithm is classed as conventional since it requires knowledge only of past demands to select appropriate orchestrations. The methodology entails designing and conducting a series of experiments on the hosting center's simulation framework followed by reasoning about its characteristics through comparative and statistical analyses.
Experimental methodology
The experimental methodology employs a multi-pronged approach to evaluate the adaptiveness property of the selforganizing algorithm. It considers simulation runs with single unique seed values as well as multiple random seed values across different orchestration algorithms and external environments (traffic streams). The results are analyzed, and a comparative revenue stream performance is given in terms of other assessment algorithms. The statistical significance of adaptiveness is analyzed using a nonparametric technique known as the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test [39] . The technique takes into account the size and direction of difference between matched pairs and tests the null hypothesis that the difference between each pair has a median value of zero. Briefly, to perform the test, we calculate differences of each matched pair and rank order the difference by their absolute value, i.e. giving one to the smallest difference, two to the next smallest and so on with zero differences ignored and all tied differences getting an equal rank order. Next, we sum the ranks of the positive difference (W + ) and sum the ranks of the negative differences (W − ). The test statistics is the lesser of the two sums and if the null hypothesis were true and there was no difference, then we would expect the rank sums for positive and negative ranks to be identically distributed. All experiments consider the case of co-hosting two, three and four services with demand for service being driven by a combination of five traffic stream types (step, heavy, real, IP and hybrid), four levels of demand intensity (low, medium, high and super high) and differentiated SLA fees amongst services co-hosted. Table 3 . Normalized revenue stream performance of the self-organizing algorithm aggregated across traffic streams (step, heavy, real, inhomogeneous Poisson and hybrid) and demand intensities (low, medium, high and super high) where for each co-hosting instance (two, three and four services), n = 20 (5 × 4) and for overall, n = 60 (5 × 4 × 3). 
Comparative performance
We begin by considering the adaptive revenue stream of self-organizing against the optimal omniscient, optimalstatic omniscient and greedy orchestration algorithms. We ran simulations with the hosting center managed by each orchestration algorithm in turn. The demand for service was driven by step, heavy, real, inhomogeneous Poisson and hybrid streams at four levels of demand intensity (low, medium, high and super high). The simulation runs considered the cases of co-hosting only two, three and four Internet services with revenue stream performance data collected over a 24 h simulation time horizon. Thus, the total number of simulation runs for each algorithm is 60 (5 × 4 × 3) for each combination of traffic stream, demand intensity and hosting instance. It follows that for each hosting instance, 20 simulation runs are possible (5 × 4) resulting from each combination of traffic stream and demand intensity. These runs considered single unique seed values for distribution used in traffic stream generation, balk manager and respective orchestration algorithms. In table 3, we give the performance of the self-organizing algorithm normalized against the optimal omniscient, greedy and optimal-static omniscient algorithms. It is evident that the self-organizing algorithm performs well against benchmark and conventional algorithms. The simulation runs performed above considered only a single initial seed value for distributions used in traffic streams and orchestration algorithms. Therefore, to further our understanding of statistical significance of the above adaptive revenue stream performance, we now extend the experiment where ten simulation runs are performed for each instance of hosting (two, three and four), traffic stream (step, heavy, IP and hybrid) and demand intensity (low, medium, high and super high) with unique random [40] initial seed values for distributions used in traffic streams and orchestration algorithms. The hosting center is managed, in turns, by selforganizing, greedy and optimal-static omniscient algorithms. We did not consider the optimal omniscient algorithm for these runs since it is apparent that it will always outperform other algorithms and to avoid its time-space intensive offline policy computation. Our extended experiment, therefore, entailed 480 (10 × 3 × 4 × 4) different seed values for each algorithm with a total of 1440 (10 × 3 × 3 × 4 × 4) simulation runs resulting from each combination of seed value, algorithm, hosting instance, traffic stream and demand intensity. In table 4, we give the normalized revenue stream performance S192 Table 4 . Normalized revenue stream performance of the self-organizing algorithm aggregated across traffic streams (step, heavy, inhomogeneous Poisson and hybrid) and demand intensities (low, medium, high and super high) where for each co-hosting instance (two, three and four services), n = 160 (10 × 4 × 4) and for overall, n = 480 (10 × 4 × 4 × 3). of the self-organizing algorithm against the revenue stream of the greedy and optimal-static omniscient algorithms. We observe that the self-organizing algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm across each hosting instance and overall whilst being competitive against the optimal-static omniscient algorithm where it outperforms for two and three services co-hosted and underperforms for four services co-hosted. In table 5 , we give the statistical significance of the adaptive performance using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test. We observe that the adaptive revenue stream performance of the self-organizing algorithm compared to the greedy algorithm is highly significant overall. Against the optimalstatic omniscient algorithm, statistical significance is better than 95% for two and three services co-hosted in favor of selforganizing but in favor of optimal-static omniscient for four services co-hosted whilst being insignificant overall. In table 6, we illustrate the normalized adaptive revenue stream performance of the self-organizing algorithm against the greedy and optimal-static omniscient algorithms whilst illustrating the statistical significance of the adaptive performance in table 7. The adaptive performance is an aggregate across the four traffic stream types and grouped in terms of demand intensity (ρ) and services co-hosted at the hosting center. Under this performance partitioning scheme, the self-organizing algorithm consistently outperforms the greedy algorithm in the overall category for all four levels of demand intensity with statistical significance better than 99%. In the hosting category, it performs better than the greedy algorithm for high and super high demand intensities with statistical significance better than 99%, whilst its performance is better than 99% significant for low and medium intensities, except when the demand intensity is low and two or four services are hosted or for medium demand Table 5 . Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test for self-organizing against greedy and optimal-static omniscient aggregated across traffic streams (step, heavy, inhomogeneous Poisson and hybrid) and demand intensities (low, medium, high and super high) where for each co-hosting instance (two, three and four services), n = 160 (10 × 4 × 4) and for overall, n = 480 (10 × 4 × 4 × 3).
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test (Self-org)-(Greedy) (Self-org)-(Opt-stat omni) intensity when four services are hosted. Against the optimalstatic omniscient algorithm, it performs competitively for low, high and super high demand intensities whilst being outperformed for medium intensity in the overall category. However, performance is not statistically significant for low intensity whilst being better than 95% statistically significant for medium, high and super high intensities. In the hosting category, it is outperformed for medium and high demand intensities when four services are hosted whilst performing competitively for all other instances. However, only on the four hosting instance, the result is at least 95% significant. We qualitatively observed that the self-organizing algorithm exhibits a highly adaptive performance for most conditions in comparison to the greedy algorithm. We also qualitatively observe that its performance against the optimalstatic omniscient algorithm is competitive but mixed. We emphasize that the optimal-static omniscient algorithm is theoretical and cannot be implemented in practice as it requires knowledge of the future. We believe that certain traffic stream behaviors coupled with its omniscient property confer an advantage to the optimal-static omniscient algorithm.
We hypothesize that rapidly variable traffic streams (mean interarrival time changes often in relation to downtime) behave Table 7 . Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test for the self-organizing algorithm against the greedy and optimal-static omniscient algorithms aggregated across traffic streams (step, heavy, inhomogeneous Poisson and hybrid) where for each co-hosting instance (two, three and four services), n = 40 (10 × 4) and for overall, n = 120 (10 × 4 × 3).
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test (Self-org)-(Greedy) (Self-org)-(Opt-stat omni) such that the self-organizing algorithm is penalized for being responsive, that is, adapting to a condition which may only have a short duration. It is better to be unresponsive when conditions are highly dynamic as characterized by the optimalstatic omniscient algorithm which makes a single optimal static orchestration decision based on complete knowledge of the future traffic stream arrival behavior and does not attempt to adapt for the rest of the time horizon. Therefore, under highly variable arrival behavior, the optimal-static omniscient algorithm is likely to outperform the self-organizing algorithm. Conversely, if the traffic stream exhibits low variability (a change in mean interarrival time is expected to last) then it is advantageous for the self-organizing algorithm to be responsive and adapt to changes in conditions whilst the optimal-static omniscient will be penalized for being unresponsive.
Application of swarm intelligence: a small survey
The swarm intelligence methodology has been applied in a variety of domains, with varying degrees of success. Here we briefly survey some of these applications, looking for common patterns that may lead to success or failure. Schoonderwoerd et al [41] developed an ant-colonyinspired pheromone-laying algorithm to select the next path for a message in a telecommunication network. The underlying issue in this system is the selection of a specific path between each source-destination pair so as to balance the load on the different links in the network. Other researchers have explored ant-colony-inspired methods for 'connectionless' network routing problems, such as Internet routing, in which there is no specific path (see [42] for a fuller explanation). Network links can experience unpredictable congestion or failure. The routing problem is even more dynamic in these connectionless domains. Di Caro and Dorigo [43] imitate ant pheromone trail laying and following behavior to dynamically route packets on the Internet. The resulting algorithms are simple and intuitive. Di Caro and Dorigo report that their performance is superior to more complex alternatives in terms of throughput and packet delay. Overall, dynamic network routing appears to be one of the leading successes in swarm intelligence applications. Other promising applications include image clustering and segmentation [44] , fault-tolerant vehicle scheduling [45] and factory control/scheduling [46] [47] [48] .
On the other hand, swarm intelligence has encountered some notable failures. For example, Bonabeau and Meyer [49] report that Enron established a swarm intelligence management model in its energy trading business, which produced a financial disaster of the first magnitude. The ACO (ant colony optimization) traveling salesman algorithms reported in [50] [51] [52] are heavily reliant on a different optimization method, neighbourhood search, for their success, but even so they are not remotely competitive with operations research/computer science methods [53] [54] [55] . Shortest path algorithms in computer science [56] , likewise, outperform any reinforcement or brute force parallel swarm intelligence method by at least an order of magnitude.
What can we learn from these cases? It seems circular to us to assert that swarm intelligence, or biomimicry in general, is more apt to succeed if there is a close homology between the biology and the application, for it begs the question of what similarities make a good match between the two. A web-based banking service seems no more like a flower patch than a raven is like a writing desk. Yet, as demonstrated in this paper, and in the references above, this and the ant-email analogies can be successful.
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We suggest that a biologically inspired solution to a problem is appropriate when the essential difficulty of the problem is similar to the challenge in the biological setting. Consider the failure of ACO to compete with conventional methods for the traveling salesman problem. The biological inspiration is the ant colony's problem of finding the shortest path to the prey object. However, the essential computational complexity of the shortest path problem is so vastly different from that of the traveling salesman problem (see [57] or any standard reference on computational complexity for detail) that the analogy is not useful. Why then does ACO also fail, though not so drastically, to compete with conventional shortest path algorithms? The shortest path problem lacks a principal difficulty faced by the ant colony. The ant colony searches for prey objects that are in unknown locations. The unknown state of the environment is a difficulty that has no analog in the classical shortest path problem. In contrast, searching for a short path in a network whose state is uncertain does share the same essential difficulty. Thus, it may be less surprising that ACO would perform competitively on dynamic network routing problems. Note that some ant species do not even behave in analogy to the shortest path problem, because their foragers head directly toward the hive after discovering a prey object, rather than retracing a path.
Consider the history of genetic algorithms (GAs) as another example. Most GAs were computational disasters until Storer et al [58] and others discovered how to mimic evolution more thoroughly. Job shop scheduling was one of the first successful GA applications. The problem is particularly difficult because the time window, machine availability and configuration, and precedence constraints require many different portions of a schedule to coordinate. A slight modification to a feasible schedule usually renders it infeasible. In the language of GAs, almost all mutations and crossovers are infeasible. This property stymies most search procedures. Consider now the analogy with biological evolution. One of the great difficulties of evolution is how to maintain viability when one small change in an organism is interrelated with many functions in many parts of the organism. Biological evolution handles this difficulty, at least in part, by not conducting its search in the space of the morphology of the organism itself. Rather, DNA is like a code that produces an organism, and evolutionary search takes place in the space of DNA. For job shop scheduling, the schedule space should not be the search space. Rather, one employs a code, usually a simple heuristic, that produces feasible solutions and conducts the GA search in the space of the code's parameters.
Focusing now on swarm intelligence, we seek patterns in the vicissitudes of its applications. One clue comes from the successes and failures discussed in the non-technical book 'The Wisdom of Crowds' [59] . From a mathematical view, the point of the book is that the law of large numbers is true. That is, the sample mean of a large number of independent observations converges to the true mean. If a large number of people are asked independently to estimate the weight of an ox or the number of cherries in a bowl, the sample mean is apt to be quite accurate. On the other hand, mobs are infamous for their collective stupidity. A mob's opinion results from self-reinforcing (positive) feedback loops rather than from independent observations. In the Enron case, energy traders recruited hundreds of others to engage in the same activity, but the individual traders did not receive independent objective feedback as to the profitability of their actions. In contrast, each individual packet in a network 'knows' how successful it is in arriving quickly to its correct destination. Despite the stochasticity of the transit times, the aggregate measure, namely the pheromone trail, which mathematically speaking is simply a time-weighted sample mean (time-weighted because the chemical dissipates), is apt to be quite accurate. The same kind of accuracy is obtained through the aggregation of sampling information in our honeybee algorithm, as it is in natural honeybee colonies. See [60, page 789] for a similar insight into aggregation of noisy or stochastic information.
Related to this feature is the presence or absence of varying local information. This can be thought of as varying information in space rather than in time (dynamicism). We suggest that variability in (possibly virtual) space is another feature which tends to make swarm intelligence appropriate as a solution approach. This is because each of the many individual agents can sense and react to its local information, creating a non-homogeneous, locally adaptive policy. For example, in the wireless network domain mobile ad hoc networks are spatially and temporally formed by an autonomous collection of mobile devices [61] . If both of these features are present, a swarm intelligence solution can be rapidly adaptive to changing local conditions. Such situations seem particularly appropriate to this approach. Some other prominent swarm intelligence methods also thrive on variability of information. Particle swarm optimization (PSO, see e.g. [62] ) is noted for its ability to bypass local minima because different particles tend to be in different locales, but share information.
We suspect that another telling feature in these cases is whether or not the parallelism is real or simulated. In the ACO algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems [52] , the insect colony members are simulated on a computer. The algorithms do not actually run on a myriad of small cheap independent processors. In contrast, natural insect swarms do contain thousands or millions of individual insects, communications networks do handle a myriad of individual packets on a large set of links and nodes, and our Internet hosting center does contain many autonomous servers. Stochastic diffusion search (SDS) was developed and is particularly effective for problems in which the objective is separable into many independent components. Different agents in the SDS procedure may evaluate different components. Parallelism is thus inherent in these separable problems. We suggest that swarm intelligence is more likely to be successful if the parallelism is inherent in the system to be optimized, rather than artificially added on.
Finally, we observe that swarm intelligence seems to be more successful when it implements at least one balancing (negative) feedback loop. If swarm intelligence offers only a positive feedback loop, i.e. of the form 'if this activity is good, do more', then it provides only a weak and imprecise thrust toward optimality. For example, positive feedback is an S195 inefficient way to maximize a linear function [63] . In contrast, congestion creates negative feedback loops in networks, so that in an optimal configuration different packets traverse different routes. Similarly, in an optimal server allocation different servers host different web services.
Conclusions
In this paper, we described the self-organizing honeybee forager orchestration model and highlighted the resemblance between the forager allocation and the server allocation problems. We probed the homology between honeybee colony forager allocation and Internet host server allocation that inspired a new self-organizing biomimetic server orchestration algorithm for management of Internet hosting centers. We exposed many close parallels between the problems. We also found a qualitative difference which appears at the rather fine level of the second derivatives of the nectar and revenue influx functions. The biomimetic algorithm adapts very well under a variety of circumstances whilst being competitive against benchmark assessment algorithms. We opine that the adaptiveness of the algorithm is due to the tightly coupled homology between the problems in the natural and human domains.
Based on our experience and on a small survey of other cases, we conjecture that the following conditions promote the suitability and success of swarm intelligence applications: inherent parallelism in the problem domain, presence of at least one balancing (negative) feedback loop, noisy or variable data-often temporally or spatially local-that tends to be accurate in the aggregate and the need for rapid and effective responsiveness to greatly changing circumstances.
